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Abstract
Text-image cross-modal retrieval is a challenging task in
the field of language and vision. Most previous approaches
independently embed images and sentences into a joint
embedding space and compare their similarities. How-
ever, previous approaches rarely explore the interactions
between images and sentences before calculating similar-
ities in the joint space. Intuitively, when matching between
images and sentences, human beings would alternatively at-
tend to regions in images and words in sentences, and select
the most salient information considering the interaction be-
tween both modalities. In this paper, we propose Cross-
modal Adaptive Message Passing (CAMP), which adap-
tively controls the information flow for message passing
across modalities. Our approach not only takes comprehen-
sive and fine-grained cross-modal interactions into account,
but also properly handles negative pairs and irrelevant in-
formation with an adaptive gating scheme. Moreover, in-
stead of conventional joint embedding approaches for text-
image matching, we infer the matching score based on the
fused features, and propose a hardest negative binary cross-
entropy loss for training. Results on COCO and Flickr30k
significantly surpass state-of-the-art methods, demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of our approach. 1
1. Introduction
Text-image cross-modal retrieval has made great
progress recently [16, 9, 22, 5, 4]. Nevertheless, match-
ing images and sentences is still far from being solved,
because of the large visual-semantic discrepancy between
language and vision. Most previous work exploits visual-
semantic embedding, which independently embeds images
and sentences into the same embedding space, and then
measures their similarities by feature distances in the joint
space [11, 5]. The model is trained with ranking loss, which
∗The first two authors contributed equally to this work.
1https://github.com/ZihaoWang-CV/CAMP_iccv19
A  person in a blue shirt rides a skateboard along a railing not far from a brick wall.
Figure 1. Illustration of how our model distinguish the subtle dif-
ferences by cross-modal interactions. Green denotes positive evi-
dence, while red denotes negative cross-modal evidence.
forces the similarity of positive pairs to be higher than that
of negative pairs. However, such independent embedding
approaches do not exploit the interaction between images
and sentences, which might lead to suboptimal features for
text-image matching.
Let us consider how we would perform the task of text-
image matching ourselves. Not only do we concentrate on
salient regions in the image and salient words in the sen-
tence, but also we would alternatively attend to information
from both modalities, take the interactions between regions
and words into consideration, filter out irrelevant informa-
tion, and find the fine-grained cues for cross-modal match-
ing. For example, in Figure 1, all of the three images seem
to match with the sentence at first glance. When we take a
closer observation, however, we would notice that the sen-
tence describes “blue shirt” which cannot be found in the
second image. Similarly, the description of “a railing not
far from a brick wall” cannot be found in the third image.
Those fine-grained misalignments can only be noticed if we
have a gist of the sentence in mind when looking at the
images. As a result, incorporating the interaction between
images and sentences should benefit in capturing the fine-
grained cross-modal cues for text-image matching.
In order to enable interactions between images and sen-
tences, we introduce a Cross-modal Adaptive Message
Passing model (CAMP), composed of the Cross-modal
Message Aggregation module and the Cross-modal Gated
Fusion module. Message passing for text-image retrieval is
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non-trivial and essentially different from previous message
passing approaches, mainly because of the existing of neg-
ative pairs for matching. If we pass cross-modal messages
between negative pairs and positive pairs in the same man-
ner, the model would get confused and it would be difficult
to find alignments that are necessary for matching. Even
for matched images and sentences, information unrelated to
text-image matching (e.g., background regions that are not
described in the sentence) should also be suppressed during
message passing. Hence we need to adaptively control to
what extent the messages from the other modality should
be fused with the original features. We solve this problem
by exploiting a soft gate for fusion to adaptively control the
information flow for message passing.
The Cross-Modal Message Aggregation module ag-
gregates salient visual information corresponding to each
word as messages passing from visual to textual modality,
and aggregates salient textual information corresponding to
each region as messages from textual to visual modality.
The Cross-modal Message Aggregation is done by cross-
modal attention between words and image regions. Specifi-
cally, we use region features as cues to attend on words, and
use word features as cues to attend on image regions. In this
way, we interactively process the information from visual
and textual modalities in the context of the other modal-
ity, and aggregate salient features as messages to be passed
across modalities. Such a mechanism considers the word-
region correspondences and empowers the model to explore
the fine-grained cross-modal interactions.
After aggregating messages from both modalities, the
next step is fusing the original features with the aggre-
gated messages passed from the other modality. Despite
the success of feature fusion in other problems such as vi-
sual question answering [7, 8, 13, 32, 23], cross-modal fea-
ture fusion for text-image retrieval is nontrivial and has not
been investigated before. In visual question answering, we
only fuse the features of images and corresponding ques-
tions which are matched to the images. For text-image re-
trieval, however, the key challenge is that the input image-
sentence pair does not necessarily match. If we fuse the
negative (mismatched) pairs, the model would get confused
and have trouble figuring out the misalignments. Our exper-
iments indicate that naı¨ve fusion approach does not work
for text-image retrieval. To filter out the effects of nega-
tive (mismatched) pairs during fusion, we propose a novel
Cross-modal Gated Fusion module to adaptively control
the fusion intensity. Specifically, when we fuse the original
features from one modality with the aggregated message
passed from another modality, a soft gate adaptively con-
trols to what extent the information should be fused. The
aligned features are fused to a larger extent. While non-
corresponding features are not intensively fused, and the
model would preserve original features for negative pairs.
The Cross-modal Gated Fusion module incorporates deeper
and more comprehensive interactions between images and
sentences, and appropriately handles the effect of negative
pairs and irrelevant background information by an adaptive
gate.
With the fused features, a subsequent question is: how
to exploit the fused cross-modal information to infer the
text-image correspondences? Since we have a joint repre-
sentation consisting of information from both images and
sentences, the assumption that visual and textual features
are respectively embedded into the same embedding space
no longer holds. As a result, we can no longer calculate
the feature distance in the embedding space and train with
ranking loss. We directly predict the cross-modal match-
ing score based on the fused features, and exploit binary
cross-entropy loss with hardest negative pairs as training
supervision. Such reformulation gives better results, and
we believe that it is superior to embedding cross-modal fea-
tures into a joint space. By assuming that features from
different modalities are separately embedded into the joint
space, visual semantic embedding naturally prevents the
model from exploring cross-modal fusion. On the contrary,
our approach is able to preserve more comprehensive infor-
mation from both modalities, as well as fully exploring the
fine-grained cross-modal interactions.
To summarize, we introduce a Cross-modal Adaptive
Message Passing model, composed of the Cross-modal
Message Aggregation module and the Cross-modal Gated
Fusion module, to adaptively explore the interactions be-
tween images and sentences for text-image matching. Fur-
thermore, we infer the text-image matching score based on
the fused features, and train the model by a hardest negative
binary cross-entropy loss, which provides an alternative to
conventional visual-semantic embedding. Experiments on
COCO [17] and Flickr30k [11] validate the effectiveness of
our approach.
2. Related Work
Text-image retrieval. Matching between images and sen-
tences is the key to text-image cross-modal retrieval. Most
previous works exploited visual-semantic embedding to cal-
culate the similarities between image and sentence fea-
tures after embedding them into the joint embedding space,
which was usually trained by ranking loss [14, 27, 28, 15,
6, 4, 25, 11]. Faghri et al. [5] improved the ranking loss by
introducing the hardest negative pairs for calculating loss.
Zheng et al. [34] explored text CNN and instance loss to
learn more discriminative embeddings of images and sen-
tences. Zhang et al. [33] used projection classification loss
which categorized the vector projection of representations
from one modality onto another with the improved norm-
softmax loss. Niu et al. [24] exploited a hierarchical LSTM
model for learning visual-semantic embedding. Huang et
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Figure 2. (a) is the overview of the Cross-modal Adaptive Message Passing model. The input regions and words interact with each other
and are aggregated to fused features to predict the matching score. (b) is an illustration of the message passing from textual to visual
modality (the dashed red box in (a)). Word features are aggregated based on the cross-modal attention weights, and the aggregated textual
messages are passed to fuse with the region features. The message passing from visual to textual modality operates in a similar way.
al. [10] proposed a model to learn semantic concepts and
order for better image and sentence matching. Gu et al. [9]
leveraged generative models to learn concrete grounded
representations that capture the detailed similarity between
the two modalities. Lee et al. [16] proposed stacked cross
attention to exploit the correspondences between words and
regions for discovering full latent alignments. Nevertheless,
the model only attends to either words or regions, and it can-
not attend to both modalities symmetrically. Different from
previous methods, our model exploits cross-modal interac-
tions by adaptive message passing to extract the most salient
features for text-image matching.
Interactions between language and vision. Different
types of interactions have been explored in language and
vision tasks beyond text-image retrieval [32, 2, 20, 35, 12,
29, 21, 18, 19]. Yang et al. [30] proposed stacked atten-
tion networks to perform multiple steps of attention on im-
age feature maps. Anderson et al. [1] proposed bottom-up
and top-down attention to attend to uniform grids and object
proposals for image captioning and visual question answer-
ing (VQA). Previous works also explored fusion between
images and questions [7, 8, 13, 32, 23] in VQA. Despite the
great success in other language and vision tasks, few works
explore the interactions between sentences and images for
text-image retrieval, where the main challenge is to properly
handle the negative pairs. To our best knowledge, this is the
first work to explore deep cross-modal interactions between
images and sentences for text-image retrieval.
3. Cross-modal Adaptive Message Passing
In this section, we introduce our Cross-modal Adaptive
Message Passing model to enable deep interactions between
images and sentences, as shown in Fig. 2. The model is
composed of two modules, Cross-modal Message Aggre-
gation and Cross-modal Gated Fusion. Firstly we intro-
duce the Cross-modal Message Aggregation based on cross-
modal attention, and then we consider fusing the original in-
formation with aggregated messages passed from the other
modality, which is non-trivial because fusing the negative
(mismatched) pairs makes it difficult to find informative
alignments. We introduce our Cross-modal Gated Fusion
module to adaptively control the fusion of aligned and mis-
aligned information.
Problem formulation and notations. Given an input
sentence C and an input image I, we extract the word-
level textual features T = [t1, · · · , tN ] ∈ Rd×N for
N words in the sentence and region-level visual features
V = [v1, · · · ,vR] ∈ Rd×R for R region proposals in the
image.2 Our objective is to calculate the matching score
between images and sentences based on V and T.
3.1. Cross-modal Message Aggregation
We propose a Cross-modal Message Aggregation mod-
ule which aggregates the messages to be passed between
regions and words. The aggregated message is obtained by
a cross-modal attention mechanism, where the model takes
the information from the other modality as cues to attend
to the information from the self modality. In particular, our
model performs word-level attention based on the cues from
region features, and performs region-level attention based
on the cues from word features. Such a message aggrega-
tion enables the information flow between textual and visual
information, and the cross-modal attention for aggregating
messages selects the most salient cross-modal information
specifically for each word/region.
Mathematically, we first project region features and word
features to a low dimensional space, and then compute the
2The way of extracting word and region features is described in Sec 4.1.
region-word affinity matrix,
A = (W˜vV)
>(W˜tT), (1)
where W˜v,W˜s ∈ Rdh×d are projection matrices which
project the d-dimensional region or word features into a dh-
dimensional space. A ∈ RR×N is the region-word affin-
ity matrix where Aij represents the affinity between the ith
region and the jth word. To derive the attention on each
region with respect to each word, we normalize the affinity
matrix over the image region dimension to obtain a word-
specific region attention matrix,
A˜v = softmax(
A>√
dh
), (2)
where the ith row of A˜v is the attention over all regions with
respect to the ith word. We then aggregate all region fea-
tures with respect to each word based on the word-specific
region attention matrix,
V˜ = A˜vV
>, (3)
where the ith row of V˜ ∈ RN×d denotes the visual features
attended by the ith word.
Similarly, we can calculate the attention weights on each
word with respect to each image region, by normalizing the
affinity matrix A over the word dimension. And based on
the region-specific word attention matrix A˜s, we aggregate
the word features to obtain the textual features attended by
each region T˜ ∈ RR×d,
A˜t = softmax(
A√
dh
), T˜ = A˜tT
>. (4)
Intuitively, the ith row of V˜ represents the visual features
corresponding to the ith word, and the jth row of T˜ repre-
sents the textual features corresponding to the jth region.
Such a message aggregation scheme takes cross-modal in-
teractions into consideration. V˜ and T˜ are the aggregated
messages to be passed from visual features to textual fea-
tures, and from textual features to visual features, respec-
tively.
3.2. Cross-modal Gated Fusion
The Cross-modal Message Aggregation module aggre-
gates the most salient cross-modal information for each
word/region as messages to be passed between textual and
visual modalities, and the process of aggregating messages
enables the interactions between modalities. However, with
such a mechanism, the word and region features are still
aggregated from each modality separately, without being
fused together. To explore deeper and more complex inter-
actions between images and sentences, the next challenge
we face is how to fuse the information from one modality
with the messages passed from the other modality.
However, conventional fusion operation assumes that the
visual and textual features are matched, which is not the
case for text-image retrieval. Directly fusing between the
negative (mismatched) image-sentence pairs may lead to
meaningless fused representation and may impede training
and inference. Experiments also indicate that fusing the
negative image-sentence pairs degrades the performance.
To this end, we design a novel Cross-modal Gated Fusion
module, as shown in Fig. 3, to adaptively control the cross-
modal feature fusion. More specifically, we want to fuse
textual and visual features to a large extent for matched
pairs, and suppress the fusion for mismatched pairs.
By the aforementioned Cross-modal Adaptive Message
Passing module, we obtain the aggregated message V˜
passed from visual to textual modality, and the aggregated
message T˜ passed from textual to visual modality. Our
Cross-modal Gated Fusion module fuses T˜ with the orig-
inal region-level visual features V and fuses T˜ with the
original word-level textual features T. We denote the fu-
sion operation as ⊕ (e.g. element-wise add, concatenation,
element-wise product). In practice, we use element-wise
add as the fusion operation. In order to filter out the mis-
matched information for fusion, a region-word level gate
adaptively controls to what extent the information is fused.
Take the fusion of original region features V and mes-
sages passed from the textual modality T˜ as an example.
Denote the ith region features as vi (the ith column of V),
and denote the attended sentence features with respect to
the ith region as t˜>i (the ith row of T˜). t˜
>
i is the message to
be passed from the textual modality to the visual modality.
We calculate the corresponding gate as,
gi = σ(vi  t˜>i ), i ∈ {1, · · · , R}. (5)
where  denotes the element-wise product, σ(·) denotes
the sigmoid function, and gi ∈ Rd is the gate for fus-
ing vi and t˜>i . With such a gating function, if a region
matches well with the sentence, it will receive high gate
values which encourage the fusion operation. On the con-
trary, if a region does not match well with the sentence, it
will receive low gate values, suppressing the fusion opera-
tion. We represent the region-level gates for all regions as
Gv = [g1, · · · ,gR] ∈ Rd×R We then use these gates to
control how much information should be passed for cross-
modality fusion. In order to preserve original information
for samples that should not be intensively fused, the fused
features are further integrated with the original features via
a residual connection.
Vˆ = Fv(Gv  (V ⊕ T˜>)) +V, (6)
where Fv is a learnable transformation composed of a lin-
ear layer and non-linear activation function.  denotes
element-wise product, ⊕ is the fusing operation (element-
wise sum), and Vˆ is the fused region features. For positive
pairs where the regions match well with the sentence, high
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Figure 3. Illustration of the fusion between original region fea-
tures and aggregated textual messages for the Cross-modal Gated
Fusion module. (a) denotes the fusion of a positive region and tex-
tual message pair, and (b) denotes the fusion of a negative region
and textual message pair.
gate values are assigned, and deeper fusion is encouraged.
On the other hand, for negative pairs with low gate values,
the fused information is suppressed by the gates, and thus
Vˆ is encouraged to keep the original features V. Symmet-
rically, T and V˜ can be fused to obtain Tˆ.
hi = σ(v˜
>
i  ti), i ∈ {1, · · · , N}, (7)
Ht = [h1, · · · ,hN ] ∈ Rd×N , (8)
Tˆ = Ft(Ht  (T⊕ V˜>)) +T. (9)
3.3. Fused Feature Aggregation for Cross-modal
Matching
We use a simple attention approach to aggregate the
fused features of R regions and N words into feature vec-
tors representing the whole image and the whole sentence.
Specifically, given the fused features Vˆ ∈ Rd×R and Tˆ ∈
Rd×N , the attention weight matrix is calculated by a linear
projection and SoftMax normalization, and we aggregate
the region features with the attention weights.
av = softmax
(WvVˆ√
d
)>
, v∗ = Vˆav. (10)
at = softmax
(WtTˆ√
d
)>
, t∗ = Tˆat. (11)
where Wv,Wt ∈ R1×d denotes the linear projection pa-
rameters, and av ∈ RR denotes the attention weights for the
fused feature of R regions, and at ∈ RN denotes the atten-
tion weights for the fused feature of N words. v∗ ∈ Rd is
the aggregated features representation from Vˆ, and t∗ ∈ Rd
is the aggregated features representation from Rˆ.
3.4. InferText-imageMatchingwithFusedFeatures
Most previous approaches for text-image matching ex-
ploit visual-semantic embedding, which map the images
and sentences into a common embedding space and cal-
culates their similarities in the joint space [16, 5, 9, 34,
22]. Generally, consider the sampled positive image-
sentence pair (I, C) and negative image-sentence pairs
(I, C′), (I ′ , C), the visual-semantic alignment is manipu-
lated by the ranking loss with hardest negatives,
Lrank−h(I, C) = max
C′
[α−m(I, C) +m(I, C′)]+
+max
I′
[α−m(I, C) +m(I ′ , C)]+, (12)
where m(I, C) denotes the matching score, which is calcu-
lated by the distance of features in the common embedding
space. [x]+ = max(0, x), α is the margin for ranking loss,
and C′ and I ′ are negative sentences and images, respec-
tively.
With our proposed cross-modal Cross-modal Adaptive
Message Passing model, however, the fused features can no
longer be regarded as separate features in the same embed-
ding space. Thus we cannot follow conventional visual-
semantic embedding assumption to calculate the cross-
modal similarities by feature distance in the joint embed-
ding space. Instead, given the aggregated fused features v∗
and s∗, we re-formulate the text-image matching as a classi-
fication problem (i.e. “match” or “mismatch”) and propose
a hardest negative cross-entropy loss for training. Specifi-
cally, we use a two-layer MLP followed by a sigmoid acti-
vation to calculate the final matching scores between images
and sentences,
m(I, C) = σ(MLP(v∗ + t∗)). (13)
Although ranking loss has been proven effective for joint
embedding, it does not perform well for our fused features.
We exploit a hardest negative binary cross-entropy loss for
training supervision.
LBCE−h(I, C) = log(m(I, C)) + max
C′
[log(1−m(I, C′))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
image-to-text matching loss
+ log(m(I, C)) + max
I′
[log(1−m(I ′ , C))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
text-to-image matching loss
, (14)
where the first term is the image-to-text matching loss, and
the second term is the text-to-image matching loss. We only
calculate the loss of positive pairs and the hardest nega-
tive pairs in a mini-batch. Experiments in ablation study
in Sec. 4.5 demonstrates the effectiveness of this loss.
In fact, projecting the comprehensive features from dif-
ferent modalities into the same embedding space is difficult
for cross-modal embedding, and the complex interactions
between different modalities cannot be easily described by
a simple embedding. However, our problem formulation
based on the fused features do not require the image and
language features to be embedded in the same space, and
thus encourages the model to capture more comprehensive
and fine-grained interactions from images and sentences.
4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details
Word and region features. We describe how to extract the
region-level visual features V = [v1, · · · ,vR] and word-
level sentence features T = [t1, · · · , tN ].
We exploit the Faster R-CNN [26] with ResNet-101 to
pretrained by Anderson et al. [1] to extract the top 36 region
proposals for each image. A feature vector mi ∈ R2048 for
each region proposal is calculated by average-pooling the
spatial feature map. We obtain the 1024-dimentional region
features with a linear projection layer,
vi =WImi + bI, (15)
where WI and bI are model parameters, and vi is the vi-
sual feature for the ith region.
Given an input sentence with N words, we first embed
each word to a 300-dimensional vector xi, i ∈ {1, · · · , N}
and then use a single-layer bidirectional GRU [3] with
1024-dimensional hidden states to process the whole sen-
tence,−→
hi =
−−−→
GRU(
−−→
hi−1,xi),
←−
hi =
←−−−
GRU(
←−−
hi+1,xi). (16)
The feature of each word is represented as the average of
hidden states from the forward GRU and backward GRU,
ti =
−→
hi +
←−
hi
2
, i ∈ {1, · · · , N} (17)
In practice, we set the maximum number of words in a sen-
tences as 50. We clip the sentences which longer than the
maximum length, and pad sentences with less than 50words
with a special padding token.
Training strategy. Adam optimizer is adopted for training.
The learning rate is set to 0.0002 for the first 15 epochs and
0.00002 for the next 25 epochs. Early stopping based on the
validation performance is used to choose the best model.
4.2. Experimental Settings
Datasets. We evaluate our approaches on two widely
used text-image retrieval datasets, Flickr30K [31] and
COCO [17]. Flickr30K dataset contains 31,783 images
where each image has 5 unique corresponding sentences.
Following [11, 5], we use 1,000 images for validation and
1,000 images for testing. COCO dataset contains 123,287
images, each with 5 annotated sentences. The widely used
Karpathy split [11] contains 113,287 images for training,
5000 images for validation and 5000 images for testing.
Following the most commonly used evaluation setting, we
evaluate our model on both the 5 folds of 1K test images
and the full 5K test images.
Evaluation Metrics. For text-image retrieval, the most
commonly used evaluation metric is R@K, which is the ab-
breviation for recall at K and is defined as the proportion
of correct matchings in top-k retrieved results. We adopt
R@1, R@5 and R@10 as our evaluation metrics.
COCO 1K test images
Caption Retrieval Image Retrieval
Method R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
Order [27] 46.7 - 88.9 37.9 - 85.9
DPC [34] 65.6 89.8 95.5 47.1 79.9 90.0
VSE++ [5] 64.6 - 95.7 52.0 - 92.0
GXN [9] 68.5 - 97.9 56.6 - 94.5
SCO [10] 69.9 92.9 97.5 56.7 87.5 94.8
CMPM [33] 56.1 86.3 92.9 44.6 78.8 89.0
SCAN t-i [16] 67.5 92.9 97.6 53.0 85.4 92.9
SCAN i-t [16] 69.2 93.2 97.5 54.4 86.0 93.6
CAMP (ours) 72.3 94.8 98.3 58.5 87.9 95.0
COCO 5K test images
Caption Retrieval Image Retrieval
Method R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
Order [27] 23.3 - 84.7 31.7 - 74.6
DPC [34] 41.2 70.5 81.1 25.3 53.4 66.4
VSE++ [5] 41.3 - 81.2 30.3 - 72.4
GXN [9] 42.0 - 84.7 31.7 - 74.6
SCO [10] 42.8 72.3 83.0 33.1 62.9 75.5
CMPM [33] 31.1 60.7 73.9 22.9 50.2 63.8
SCAN i-t [16] 46.4 77.4 87.2 34.4 63.7 75.7
CAMP (ours) 50.1 82.1 89.7 39.0 68.9 80.2
Table 1. Results by CAMP and compared methods on COCO.
Flickr30K 1K test images
Caption Retrieval Image Retrieval
Method R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
VSE++ [5] 52.9 - 87.2 39.6 - 79.5
DAN [22] 55.0 81.8 89.0 39.4 69.2 79.1
DPC [34] 55.6 81.9 89.5 39.1 69.2 80.9
SCO [10] 55.5 82.0 89.3 41.1 70.5 80.1
CMPM [33] 49.6 76.8 86.1 37.3 65.7 75.5
SCAN t-i [16] 61.8 87.5 93.7 45.8 74.4 83.0
SCAN i-t [16] 67.7 88.9 94.0 44.0 74.2 82.6
CAMP (ours) 68.1 89.7 95.2 51.5 77.1 85.3
Table 2. Results by CAMP and compared methods on Flickr30K.
4.3. Quantitative Results
Table 1 presents our results compared with previous
methods on 5k test images and 5 folds of 1k test images
of COCO dataset, respectively. Table 2 shows the quan-
titative results on Flickr30k dataset of our approaches and
previous methods. VSE++ [5] jointly embeds image fea-
tures and sentence features into the same embedding space
and calculates image-sentence similarities as distances of
embedded features, and train the model with ranking loss
with hardest negative samples in a mini-batch. SCAN [16]
exploits stacked cross attention on either region features or
word features, but does not consider message passing or fu-
sion between image regions and words in sentences. Note
that the best results of SCAN [16] employ an ensemble of
two models. For fair comparisons, we only report their sin-
gle model results on the two datasets.
Rank1                                                                                                                        Rank5
Query: 
Rank 1: A couple is sitting on the sand with their feet in  the water 
, and they are shaking hands.
Rank 2:  Two girls playing in mud in a small pool.
Rank 3:  A man and woman wearing sunglasses sit halfway in the 
water.
Rank 4:  A dark-skinned girl with goggles and black hair in water.
Rank 5:  A naked little girl splashing in a mud puddle.
Results: 
Query: 
Rank 1:  Two men stop to chat on the sidewalk as a car passes by.
Rank 2:  Two men are standing on the street talking while another 
walks by.
Rank 3:  Two men converse along the sidewalk.
Rank 4:  A man in a hat and a man in glasses talk on the side of the 
road as a man walks past them.
Rank 5:  Two well-dressed men chat.
Results: 
Query: A dog with a red collar runs in a forest in the middle of winter 
Query: A pool player lines up his shot , as friends stand by awaiting their turn .
Figure 4. Qualitative retrieval results. The top-5 retrieved results are shown. Green denotes the ground-truth images or captions. Our model
is able to capture the comprehensive and fine-grained alignments between images and captions by incorporating cross-modal interactions.
Ablation study results on Flickr30K
Caption Retrieval Image Retrieval
Method R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
CAMP 68.1 89.7 95.2 51.5 77.1 85.3
Base model 63.5 87.1 93.1 46.2 74.2 83.4
w/o cross-attn 59.7 83.5 88.9 41.2 65.5 79.1
w/o fusion 65.6 88.0 94.9 48.2 75.7 84.9
Fusion w/o gates 61.7 86.3 92.6 45.1 72.1 80.7
Fusion w/o residual 56.7 83.9 91.5 43.7 72.6 79.3
w/o attn-based agg 63.4 86.8 93.5 47.5 73.1 82.8
Concat fsuion 66.3 89.0 94.3 51.0 74.1 83.3
Product fusion 61.5 87.3 93.2 49.9 74.0 80.5
Joint embedding 62.0 87.8 92.4 46.3 73.7 80.3
MLP+Ranking loss 60.9 87.5 92.4 44.3 70.1 79.4
BCE w/o hardest 65.5 89.1 94.6 50.8 76.1 83.2
Table 3. Results of ablation studies on Flickr30K .
Experimental results show that our Cross-modal Adap-
tive Message Passing (CAMP) model outperforms previous
approaches by large margins, demonstrating the effective-
ness and necessity of exploring the interactions between vi-
sual and textual modalities for text-image retrieval.
4.4. Qualitative Results
We show qualitative results by our gated fusion model
for text-to-image and image-to-text retrieval in Fig. 4. Take
images in the first row of the left part as an example. We re-
trieve images based on the query caption “A dog with a red
collar runs in a forest in the middle of winter.” Our model
successfully retrieves the ground-truth image. Note that the
all of the top 5 retrieved images all related to the query cap-
tion, but the top 1 image matches better in details such as
“runs in a forest” and “red collar”. By alternatively attend-
ing to, passing messages and fusing between both modali-
ties to incorporate deep cross-modal interactions, the model
would have the potential of discovering such fine-grained
alignments between images and captions.
4.5. Ablation Study
Our carefully designed Cross-modal Adaptive Message
Passing model has shown superior performance, compared
with conventional approaches that independently embed
images and sentences to the joint embedding space without
fusion. We carry several ablation experiments to validate
the effectiveness of our design.
Base model without Cross-modal Adaptive Message
Passing. To illustrate the effectiveness of our model, we de-
sign a baseline model without any cross-modal interactions.
The baseline model attends to region features and word fea-
tures separately to extract visual and textual features, and
compare their similarities by cosine distance. The detailed
structure is provided in the supplementary material. Rank-
ing loss with hardest negatives is used as training supervi-
sion. The results are shown as “Base model” in Table 3,
indicating that our CAMP model improves the base model
without interaction by a large margin.
The effectiveness of cross-modal attention for Cross-
modalMessage Aggregation. In the Cross-modal Message
Aggregation module, we aggregate messages to be passed
to the other modality by cross-modal attention between two
modalities. We experiment on removing the cross-modal
attention and simply average the region or word features,
and using the average word/region features as aggregated
messages. Results are shown as “w/o cross-attn” in Table 3,
indicating that removing the cross-modal attention for mes-
sage aggregation would decrease the performance. We vi-
sualize some examples of cross-modal attention in the sup-
plementary material.
The effectiveness of Cross-modal Gated Fusion. We
implement a cross-modal attention model without fusion
between modalities. The cross-modal attention follows
the same way as we aggregate cross-modal messages for
message passing in Sec. 3.1. Text-to-image attention and
image-to-text attention are incorporated symmetrically. It
has the potential to incorporate cross-modal interactions by
attending to a modality with the cue from another modal-
ity, but no cross-modal fusion is adopted. The detailed
structures are provided in the supplementary material. By
comparing the performance of this model (denoted as “w/o
fusion” in Table 3) with our CAMP model, we demon-
strate that cross-modal fusion is effective in incorporating
deeper cross-modal interactions. Additionally, the average
gate values for positive and negative pairs are 0.971 and
2.7087 ∗ 10−9, respectively, indicating that the adaptive
gates are able to filter out the mismatched information and
encourage fusion between aligned information.
0.982
The man with 
pierced ears is 
wearing glasses 
and an orange 
hat.
The man with 
pierced ears is 
wearing glasses 
and an orange 
hat.
The man with 
pierced ears is 
wearing glasses 
and an orange 
hat.
Gate value of a 
region and its 
corresponding 
textual message
A group of 
dogs stand in 
the snow.
The man with 
pierced ears is 
wearing glasses 
and an orange 
hat.
The man with 
pierced ears is 
wearing glasses 
and an orange 
hat.
0.015 7.6937*1e-7
0.987 0.914 9.784*1e-18
Gate value of a 
word and its 
corresponding 
visual message
Figure 5. Gate values for aggregated textual/visual messages and original regions/words. High gate values indicate strong textual-visual
alignments, encouraging deep cross-modal fusion. Low gate values suppress the fusion of uninformative regions or words for matching.
The necessity of adaptive gating and residual connection
for Cross-modal Gated Fusion. We propose the adap-
tive gates to control to what extent the cross-modality in-
formation should be fused. Well-aligned features are in-
tensively fused, while non-corresponding pairs are slightly
fused. Moreover, there is a residual connection to encour-
age the model to preserve the original information if the gate
values are low. We conduct experiments on fusion without
adaptive gates or residual connection, denoted by “Fusion
w/o gates” and “Fusion w/o residual” in Table 3. Also, to
show the effectiveness of our choice among several fusion
operations, two experiments denoted as “Concat fusion”
and “Product fusion” are conducted to show the element-
wise addition is slightly better. Results indicate that using
a conventional fusion would confuse the model and cause
a significant decline in performance. Moreover, we show
some examples of gate values in Fig. 5. Words/regions that
are strongly aligned to the image/sentence obtains high gate
values, encouraging the fusing operation. While the low
gate values would suppress the fusion of uninformative re-
gions or words for matching. Note that the gate values be-
tween irrelevant background information may also be low
even though the image matches with the sentence. In this
way, the information from the irrelevant background is sup-
pressed, and the informative regions are highlighted.
The effectiveness of attention-based fused feature ag-
gregation. In Sec. 3.3, a simple multi-branch attention is
adapted to aggregate the fused region/word-level features
into a feature vector representing the whole image/sentence.
We replace this attention-based fused feature aggregation
with a simple average pooling along region/word dimen-
sion. Results denoted as “w/o attn-based agg” show the ef-
fectiveness of our attention-based fused feature aggregation.
Different choices for inferring text-image matching
score and loss functions. Since the fused features can-
not be regarded as image and sentence features embedded
in the joint embedding space anymore, they should not be
matched by feature distances. In Sec. 3.4, we reformu-
late the matching problem based on the fused features, by
predicting the matching score with MLP on the fused fea-
tures, and adopting hardest negative cross-entropy loss as
training supervision. In the experiment denoted as “joint
embedding” in Table 3, we follow conventional joint em-
bedding approaches to calculate the matching score by co-
sine distance of the fused features sˆ and vˆ, and employ the
ranking loss (Eq.(12)) as training supervision. In the ex-
periment denoted as “MLP+ranking loss”, we use MLP on
the fused features to predict the matching score, and adopt
ranking loss for training supervision. We also test the ef-
fectiveness of introducing hardest negatives in a mini-batch
for cross-entropy loss. In the experiment denoted as “BCE
w/o hardest”, we replace our hardest negative BCE loss with
the conventional BCE loss without hardest negatives, where
b is the number of negative pairs in a mini-batch, to bal-
ance the loss of positive pairs and negative pairs. Those
experiments show the effectiveness of our scheme for pre-
dicting the matching score based on the fused features, and
validates our hardest negative binary cross-entropy loss de-
signed for training text-image retrieval.
5. Conclusion
Based on the observation that cross-modal interactions
should be incorporated to benefit text-image retrieval, we
introduce a novel Cross-modal Gated Fusion (CAMP)
model to adaptively pass messages across textual and visual
modalities. Our approach incorporates the comprehensive
and fine-grained cross-modal interactions for text-image re-
trieval, and properly deals with negative (mismatched) pairs
and irrelevant information with an adaptive gating scheme.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by exten-
sive experiments and analysis on benchmarks.
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